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0137053835, 9780137053834, . For undergraduate students who have completed a course in
object-oriented programming  Programming the World Wide Web 2010 provides a comprehensive
introduction to the tools and skills required for both client- and server-side programming, teaching
students how to develop platform-independent sites using the most current Web development
technology. Essential programming exercises are presented using a manageable progression:
students begin with a foundational XHTML Web site and employ new languages and technologies to
add features as they are discussed in the course. Readers with previous experience programming
with an object-oriented language are guided through concepts relating to client-side and server-side
programming, including ASP.NET using C#, JavaScriptÐ²â€žÑž, JavaÐ²â€žÑž servlets, Ajax,
JSPÐ²â€žÑž, XHTML, XML, PHP, Ruby, and Rails.  . 
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Programming the World Wide Web provides a comprehensive introduction to the tools and skills
required for both client- and server-side programming, teaching students how to develop
platform-independent sites using the most current Web development technology. Essential
programming exercises are presented using a manageable progression: students begin with a
foundational XHTML Web site and employ new languages and technologies to add features as they
are discussed in the course. Readers with previous experience programming with an object-oriented
language are guided through concepts relating to client-side and server-side programming.

Dr. Robert W. Sebesta is an Associate Professor Emeritus of computer science at the University of
Colorado at Colorado Springs. He received his PhD in computer science from Pennsylvania State
University. His professional interests are the design and evaluation of programming languages,
compiler design, and software-testing methods and tools. He is the author of Concepts of
Programming Languages 10e .
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Revised ASP.NET Chapter: Chapter 12, &ldquo;Introduction to ASP.NET,&rdquo; was revised to
use version 8 of Visual Studio. Also, the introduction to Visual Studio was moved earlier in the
chapter and is now used for most of the examples. Finally, the coverage of Web services using
ASP.NET was significantly increased.

Nobody is smarter than you when it comes to reaching your students. You know how to convey
knowledge in a way that is relevant and relatable to your class. It's the reason you always get the
best out of them. And when it comes to planning your curriculum, you know which course materials
express the information in the way thatâ€™s most consistent with your teaching. Thatâ€™s why we
give you the option to personalize your course material using just the Pearson content you select.
Take only the most applicable parts of your favorite materials and combine them in any order you
want. You can even integrate your own writing if you wish. It's fast, it's easy and fewer course
materials help minimize costs for your students.

Our library is vast, and it's all at your fingertips. Create a custom book by selecting content from any
of our course-specific collections. Here, you'll find chapters from Pearson titles, carefully-selected



third-party content with copyright clearance, and pedagogy. Once you're satisfied with your
customized book, you will have a print-on-demand book that can be purchased by students in the
same way they purchase other course material.

Pearson Learning Solutions will partner with you to select or create eBooks, custom eBooks, online
learning courses, resource materials, teaching content, media resources and media supplements.
Simply share your course goals with our world-class experts, and they will offer you a selection of
outstanding, up-to-the-minute solutions.

Pearson Learning Solutions offers a broad range of courses and custom solutions for
web-enhanced, blended and online learning. Our course content is developed by a team of
respected subject matter experts and experienced eLearning instructional designers. All course
content is designed around specific learning objectives.
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KEY BENEFIT : A comprehensive introduction to the tools and skills required for both client- and
server-side programming, that teaches how to develop platform-independent sites using the most
current Web development technology. KEY TOPICS : Internet introduction; Web Browsers and
Servers; URL; MIME; HTTP; Web Programmerrs"s Toolbox; HTML and XHTML; CSS;
JavaScripttrade;; XML and XLST; Applets; Flash; Java Web Programming; PHP; ASP.NET Using
C# and Ajax; Visual Studio; Database Access through the Web; Ruby; Rails 2.0; Ajax. MARKET :
An up-to-date reference for Web programming professionals.
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